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Hostellerie du Peiffeschof at Arlon
Chemin Du Peiffeschof 111
Arlon - 6700
Phone number (main contact): +32 63
41 00 50
Telephone de reservation: +32 63 41 00
Hostellerie du Peiffeschof The Originals Relais

50
http://www.peiffeschof.be

The hostellerie du Peiffeschof is a 3-star hotel located in Arlon with 9 rooms ideal for
business or leisure stays and a local brasserie, Le Zinc.

Hotel Relais du Silence

The hotel is located in the centre of Arlon, close to the train station, in a quiet and
peaceful location. This small hotel has 9 rooms and has a friendly and very
professional atmosphere. It also has disabled access.
The rooms are modern and offer a beautiful view of the countryside. Some have a
terrace.
Buffet breakfast is made up of regional products and artisan breads.
A nice garden and a pleasant terrace are at your disposal for your moments of
relaxation.

Infrastructure and Services

9 rooms: Standard, Prestige or Prestige + Terrace
Non-smoking hotel
Hotel accessible to RMCs
free WIFI
Car park
Terrace and garden

The Zinc Restaurant

Le Zinc restaurant is located in L'hostellerie du Peiffeschof. A gourmet brasserie offering
a cuisine that will fill your business meals with authentic flavors.
Daily menu or business lunch, the chef prepares fresh seasons.
The restaurant is open from Monday lunch to Friday evening.
Closed on public holidays.
The restaurant Zinc is accessible to the PMR.
The Zinc offers Wi-Fi and parking
Reservation advisable on 063/41 00 50

Activities and leisure activities near the hotel

The Peiffeschof hostelery is located in Arlon, a town of history near the borders. Discover
the beautiful countryside, the Ardennes forests and the Gallo-Roman Museum.
Not to mention that Arlon is only 20 minutes from Luxembourg and close to France and
Germany

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.
We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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